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The widespread growth of WiMAX in India has prompted Berkeley Varitronics Systems (“BVS”) to open a sales office in Pune, India. This centrally located city is known for IT and wireless technologies influenced by an array of esteemed nearby colleges and universities. BVS has been awarded several large contracts throughout India including several Yellowfin 802.16e analyzers and Tortoise high power transmitters for the current WiMAX build-out already underway. Mr. Sandeep Natekar will be the India Sales Manager responsible for sales and local customer support.

“For the past five years Sandeep has been working at BVS’ headquarters in, New Jersey, USA but his multilingual capability and background in wireless software development make him an ideal choice for supporting our expanding customer base throughout India.” says Scott Schober, President & CEO of Berkeley Varitronics Systems.

About Berkeley Varitronics Systems

Berkeley Varitronics Systems, located in Metuchen, New Jersey, has been providing advanced wireless solutions and products to the domestic and international wireless telecommunications industry for over 37 years. Since 1995, BVS has introduced over 50 unique wireless test devices for a variety of applications including the popular Cellular, iDEN, PCS, CDMA, RFID, LTE, Mobile WiMAX, FIXED WiMAX, 802.11b/a/n/g & Bluetooth specifications. BVS test equipment now enjoy international markets comprised of 40 countries spread across the Asian, European, Australian, Middle Eastern, Canadian, South American territories. For more information about BVS, visit www.bvsystems.com.
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